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J moment of inertia in kgm
2 
Ta accelerating torque in Nm 
𝑇𝑚  mechanical torque in Nm 
𝑇𝑒  electrical torque in Nm 
ωR nominal angular velocity in rad/s 
α constant in rad 
θ angle in rad 
𝛿𝑚  mechanical rotor angle in rad 
𝜔𝑚mechanical angular speed in rad/s 
𝑃𝑚mechanical power in W 
𝑃𝑒  electrical active power in W 
M coefficient of inertia in Js 
𝛿𝑒 = 𝛿 electrical rotor angle in rad 
𝑊𝑘  kinetic energy of the rotating masses in J 
p number of poles 
SBbase power in MVA 
MMF Magneto-motive force 
H inertia constant in s 
f frequency in Hz 
HT total inertia of the system in s 
𝑓𝑅 nominal electrical frequency in Hz 
𝑃1active power average in p.u. 
R1 first derivative of frequency average in p.u. 





CSUM current count of sufficiently similar consecutive outputs 
td time of disturbance in s 
































This thesis analyzes and tests a method which is said to perform inertia constant estimation of a 
power system immediately after a disturbance. This algorithm uses WAMS measurements and 
clusters the input data into sliding data windows to continuously calculate candidate inertia 
estimates. These candidate estimates converge towards the true inertia value once a disturbance 
occurs. Additionally, the consequent sums of residues between subsequent candidate estimates 
are used to detect this convergence and thus detect the moment of disturbance occurrence. The 
scope of this thesis is to apply and upgrade this estimation method, analyze and critically judge 
the different possibilities for implementation on a larger system and obtaining satisfactory results 
based on real system data. The output of the algorithm is tested for inertia estimation of a group 
of generators representing a power network island by incorporating measurements from multiple 
locations into a single method that, rather than returning a single estimate of inertia, returns some 
form of an inertia fingerprint. 









































Magistrsko delo analizira in preverja delovanje metode za hkratno oceno vztrajnostne konstante 
elektroenergetskega sistema in časa motnje na osnovi pridobljenih WAMS meritev. Osnovni cilj 
metode je pridobiti oceno vztrajnosti sistema, medtem ko se oceno časa motnje na osnovi 
konvergence izračunov lahko smatra kot stranski produkt postopka.  
 
Za zagotavljanje stabilnega obratovanja elektroenergetskega sistema je ključna relacija med 
delovno močjo in frekvenco. Vsaka sprememba delovne obremenitve sistema (na strani 
proizvodnje ali porabe) namreč vpliva na vrtilno hitrost generatorjev in posledično na frekvenco 
električne napetosti. V primeru zmanjšanega odjema pride do viška proizvodnje delovne moči in 
tako mehanski navor (kateri je neposredno povezan s proizvodnjo) na gredi generatorja postane 
večji od električnega navora (kateri je neposredno povezan s porabo). Posledično se rotor 
generatorja pospeši in frekvenca naraste. Presežni delež proizvedene delovne moči se torej shrani 
v obliki kinetične energije rotirajočih mas generatorja in turbine. V nasprotnem primeru, torej ob 
primanjkljaju proizvedene delovne moči (večji odjem), ko je električni navor večji od 
mehanskega navora turbine, se potrebna energija črpa iz shranjene kinetične energije rotirajočih 
agregatov. 
 
Začetni frekvenčni odziv sistema, poleg povezanosti z električno bližino okvare, je najtesneje 
povezan tudi s sistemsko vztrajnostjo, katera neposredno vpliva na hitrost spremembe frekvence 
po okvari. V skladu z nihajno enačbo ugotovimo, da večji velikostni razred vztrajnostne 
konstante pomeni manjšo občutljivost na spremembe v bilanci delovne moči. Vztrajnostna 
konstanta, kot konstrukcijska lastnost, je torej med ključnimi faktorji pri določevanju frekvenčne 
stabilnosti sistema. 
Spremembe v profilu proizvodnih enot, do katerih postopoma prihaja zaradi implementacije brez-
vztrajnostnih obnovljivih virov, pomenijo potencialno grožnjo frekvenčni stabilnosti. Osnovno 
jedro problema leži v znižaniin v splošnem spremenljivi vztrajnosti sistema obnovljivih virov, ki 
so na omrežje priključeni preko pretvornikov, saj brez posebne regulacije nimajo naravne 





omrežju delež konvencionalnih virov precej znižan, kar zmanjšuje skupno kinetično energijo 
rotirajočih mas v sistemu. 
 
Možnost ocenjevanja vztrajnosti elektroenergetskega sistema v realnem času prinaša poleg 
situacijskega zavedanja tudi podporo adaptivnim mehanizmom kot je na primer adaptivno 
podfrekvenčno razbremenjevanje. Od tukaj prihaja osnovna motivacija za oceno vztrajnosti 
sistema v realnem času. 
 
Preverjeni algoritem uporablja metodo drsečih povprečij, katere izhod ob pojavu motnje 
konvergira proti pravi (iskani) vrednosti vztrajnostne konstante. Izkaže se, da je uporaba drsečega 
povprečja (kot alternativa uporabi posameznih meritev) dobra strategija za obvladovanje šuma, 
kateremu se v realnosti ne da v popolnosti izogniti. Širina drsečega okna se določa empirično, na 
podlagi izkušenj. Večji šum zahteva povečano širino okna, upoštevajoč dodatne časovne 
zakasnitve. Za zaznavanje konvergence izračunanih vrednosti se uporabljajo vsote kvadratov 
razlik med zaporednimi ocenami inercije, kar se lahko uporabi tudi za oceno trenutka nastanka 
motnje. V magistrskem delu je podan tudi osnovni diagram poteka algoritma. Kljub hevrističnem 
pristopu so se rezultati izkazali zadovoljivi, in sicer s povprečnim odstopanjem okrog 10%. 
 
V programskem paketu NEPLAN so bile izvedene dinamične simulacije treh vrst motenj: izpad 
generatorja, izpad bremena in trifazni kratek stik na vsaki od zbiralk 39-vozliščnega IEEE 
testnega sistema. Algoritem se lahko uporabi za oceno inercije enega generatorja ali skupino 
generatorjev, katero na opazovano motnjo odreagira podobno (koherentno). Takšno skupino 
generatorjev je mogoče določiti na podlagi različnih kriterijev, zato je v nalogi podanih enajst 
različnih delitev. Prva možnost je delitev sistema na tri cone, in sicer s hkratnim upoštevanjem 
dveh kriterijev: prvič, v primeru večje okvare, katera povzroči slabše dušena nihanja, se cone 
oblikujejo glede na koherentne skupine generatorjev; drugič, pri morebitnem oblikovanju otokov 
pride do minimalnih sprememb v pretokih moči. Čeprav v magistrski nalogi takšno ločevanje 
sistema na otok ni predvideno, je smiselno takšno delitev sistema upoštevati kot izhodišče. 
Frekvenco, kot vhodni podatek v algoritem, opazujemo na enem izmed generatorjev v koherentni 
coni, medtem ko delovno moč merimo na vseh generatorjih, saj sicer ocena ni mogoča. Z 




mogoče dobiti oceno inercijskega odtisa na nivoju celotnega sistema (angl. inertial fingerprint). 
Pri ocenjevanju vztrajnostne konstante posameznega generatorja pri vseh vrstah okvar se izkaže, 
da je mogoče vztrajnost posameznega generatorja oceniti dokaj natančno (do 10 % napake). Če 
primerjamo izpada največjega in najmanjšega generatorja je mogoče opaziti, da je vsota 
relativnih napak pri večjem izpadu manjša, saj je takrat tudi vpliv šuma zanemarljiv. V primeru 
izbranih trifaznih kratkih stikov je odziv generatorjev precej turbulenten v smislu da se pojavijo 
velike amplitude in frekvence odziva (opazovan na aktivno moč in frekvenco). Posledično, zaradi 
slabše konvergence konsekvenčnih ocen vztrajnosti, čas motnje ni bil ocenjen v primerih kratkih 
stikov. 
 
Vprašanje skupne sistemske vztrajnosti je neločljivo vezano z delitvijo omrežja na električno 
dobro/bolje povezana področja. Ko je bila za osnovo analize privzeta delitev sistema IEEE 39 iz 
enega od obstoječih virov se je izkazalo, da je uspešnost ocene pri takšnem tvorjenju 
generatorskih skupin vezana na lokacijo in velikost same motnje. V nadaljevanju je bilo 
preizkušenih še deset ostalih možnosti tvorjenja generatorskih skupin. Končni zaključek je, da je 
treba pri omrežja upoštevati konkretno situacijo, pri čemer sta pomembni tako lokacija kot tudi 
velikost motnje. Šele z upoštevanjem naštetega je mogoče tvoriti koherentne generatorske 
skupine, katere bi predstavljale dele omrežja pri oceni inercijskega odtisa. Iz rezultatov 
sklepamo, da je praktično nemogoče določiti univerzalno rešitev za takšno delitev, katera bi 
vedno rezultirala z zanemarljivi relativni napaki pri oceni inercije. V nadaljevanju je bil 
analiziran še vpliv šuma in širine okna na natančnost metode pri izpadu enega od bremen. Izkaže 
se, da je potrebno širino okna prilagoditi profilu pričakovanega šuma, upoštevajoč, da večje okno 
pomeni tudi večjo zakasnitev, torej je smiselno najti določen kompromis. 
 
V petem poglavju je bila metoda uporabljena na realnem primeru, in sicer na dogodku izpada 
bloka TEŠ 4, in sicer 12 oktobra 2011 ob 03:15 do 09:08 zaradi okvare na vzbujanju. Potek 
frekvenčnega odziva je bil opazovan na 400 kV zbiralkiv stikališču RTP Krško, v katerega je 
priključena tudi Nuklearna elektrarna Krško (NEK). Izveden je bil izračun vztrajnostne konstante 
NEK, katero primerjamo z vztrajnostno konstanto obstoječega dinamičnega modela. Izkaže se, da 
lahko z ustrezno prilagoditvijo parametrov metode vztrajnostno konstanto uspešno ocenimo. Do 





E kot posledica priključitve sistema Turčije in njegovega vpliva na NEK. V primeru izpada 
prečnega transformatorja v Divači, poleg zadovoljive ocene vztrajnostne konstante (15% 
relativna napaka), dobimo tudi natančno oceno časa motnje (katera se od dejanskega časa 
razlikuje zgolj za 0.02 s). 
 
Za potrebe dinamičnih simulacij je bil uporabljen programski paket NEPLAN, za obdelavo 
podatkov in implementacijo metode pa programski paket MATLAB.  
 






























Though we may never be able to comprehend human life, we know certainly that it is a movement, 
of whatever nature it be. The existence of movement unavoidably implies a body which is being 
moved and a force which is moving it. Hence, wherever there is life, there is a mass moved by a 
force. All mass possesses inertia, all force tends to persist. Owing to this universal property and 
condition, a body, be it at rest or in motion, tends to remain in the same state, and a force, 
manifesting itself anywhere and through whatever cause, produces an equivalent opposing force, 
and as an absolute necessity of this it follows that every movement in nature must be rhythmical. It 
is borne out in everything we perceive—in the movement of a planet, in the surging and ebbing of 
the tide, in the reverberations of the air, the swinging of a pendulum, the oscillations of an electric 
current, and in the infinitely varied phenomena of organic life. All life-manifestation, then, even in 
its most intricate form, as exemplified in man, however involved and inscrutable, is only a 
movement, to which the same general laws of movement which govern throughout the physical 
universe must be applicable. 
-Tesla, The problem of increasing human energy, with special references to the harnessing of Sun`s 
energy [1] 
1.Motivation-the need for inertia estimation 
The frequency of a power system is a measure of the balance between active-power generation and 
load in the system and it changes continuously given that the active-power flow is never precisely 
balanced. Large disturbances (e.g. the loss of a large generator or a tie-line) are examples of active-
power imbalance where the initial frequency behavior is heavily influenced by system inertia 
through the depth of the frequency drop and the time available to contain it. As off-nominal power-
system frequency regimes are a key indicator of disturbed system conditions and blackouts, system 
inertia is a critical factor in determining the frequency stability of a power system. 
Traditionally, power-system operation was based on the following assumptions, concerning system 
inertia:  
 




 Electricity generation, mostly in the form of thermal power plants, is reliably supplied with 
fossil or nuclear fuels and is fully dispatchable and controllable as it involves rotating 
synchronous generators [2]. 
 
 Generator’s rotating mass provides rotational kinetic energy to the grid (or absorbs it from 
the grid) in case of a frequency deviation. The rotational kinetic energy provided is 
proportional to the rate of change of frequency. The contribution of inertia is an inherent 
and crucial feature of rotating synchronous generators. Through their stored kinetic energy 
they add rotational inertia, an important property of frequency dynamics and stability [2]. 
 
 The grid electrical frequency f is directly coupled to the mechanical rotational speed of a 
synchronous generator and thus to the active-power balance. Rotational inertia, i.e. the 
inertia constant H, minimizes Δf in case of frequency deviations. This makes frequency 
dynamics more benign, slower and thus increases the available response time to fault 
events such as line losses and power plant outages [2]. 
 
However, in recent years, large-scale deployment of renewable energy sources (RES) generation, 
mostly in the form of wind turbines and photovoltaic (PV) units, ranging from small to large highly 
distributed units, has led to significant generation shares of variable RES power feed-in in power 
systems worldwide. RES capacity comprised about 25% of total global power generation capacity 
and produced an estimated 20.3% of global electricity demand by year-end 2011. Although most 
RES electricity is still provided by hydro power (15%), other renewables (5.3%) are on the rise in 
the European Union (EU), with a total generation capacity of about 870GW, wind power made up 
94GW (10.8%) and solar PV 51 GW (5.9%) [3]. 
 
The developments anticipated in power systems will have far reaching consequences. High shares 
of inverter-connected power generation can have a significant impact on power system stability and 
power system operation. Consequences from RES deployment, in regards to system inertia, can be 
separated into two groups: reduced (heterogeneous) inertia and time variant inertia. 
 
Reduced, heterogeneous inertia[2] 
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The shift from a small number of technically similar thermal units to a far more diverse portfolio of 
generation technologies that differ radically from one another will mean that the generator inertia in 
the system will cease to be a relatively reliable system parameter. Instead, it will become highly 
variable and may frequently take values that traditionally would be seen as very low [4], [5]. 
Additionally, instead of a global inertia constant H there will be different Hi for the individual areas 
i as a function of how much converter-connected units versus conventional units are online in 
different areas. RES units, notably inverter-connected wind turbines and photovoltaic's that as such 
do not provide rotational inertia (unless applying some sort of control, in order for the unit to act 
with a so-called "artificial" or "synthetic" inertia), are effectively displacing conventional 
generators and their rotating machinery. 
 
An exemplary analysis of the German power system shows the relevance of the above mentioned 
trends. Throughout the year 2014 there have been several occasions in which around 50% of 
overall load demand was covered by wind and PV units. The regional inertia within the German 
power system dropped to significantly lower levels than usual due to the temporary lack of 
dispatched conventional generators and their rotating machinery. With the increase of inverter-
connected RES generation, low inertia situations will become more widespread and with it faster 
frequency dynamics and the associated operational risk. 
 
On December 23, 2014 for example, more than 50% of the overall load demand in Germany was 
supplied by wind units alone (see Figure 1 [6]). On May 12 and 13, 2015, PV units and wind units 
combined supplied approximately 50% of the load demand (see Figure 2 [6]). 





Figure 1: Power generation Germany, December 23, 2014 
 
Figure 2: Power generation Germany, May 12, 2015 
 
Reduced rotational inertia leads to more turbulent frequency dynamics and also larger frequency 
deviations and transient power exchanges over tie-lines in the event of a power fault. This may 
cause false errors and unexpected tripping of the tie-lines in question by automatic protection 
devices, in turn further aggravating an already critical situation. 
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Time variant inertia [2] 
The reduction in the number of large synchronous units and their replacement with intermittent 
generation that is decoupled from the system by power electronics will mean that the inertia in the 
system will become increasingly variable. This is due to the variability of the power dispatch. 
Frequency dynamics become thus differently fast in the individual grid areas. The traditional 
assumption that grid inertia is sufficiently high with only small variations over time is thus not 
valid for power systems with high RES shares. This has implications for frequency dynamics and 
power system stability and operation. Frequency dynamics are faster in power systems with low 
rotational inertia, making frequency control and power system operation more challenging. 
 
Therefore, if the system inertia becomes highly variable then the frequency deviation that will 
occur after a specific disturbance, e.g. the reference incident of the system, will also become highly 
variable. This variation in the post-disturbance frequency decline could undermine the success of 
the existing control measures. 
 
The evolution of power systems will make the availability of frequency-control services more 
uncertain, increasing the risk of large frequency deviations. The reduction in the inherent inertia of 
power systems and their increased variability will be a critical threat to the quality of frequency 
control. 
 
The ability to determine the system inertia online would help improve situational awareness and 
offer valuable support for adaptive frequency-control schemes (e.g. adaptive underfrequency load 
shedding). This support will only be useful if the estimate of the system inertia is performed online 
and communicated to the relevant operators or controllers in a sufficiently small time limit. 
Frequency control is expected to operate quickly, with full primary resource deployment within 
tens of seconds [7] due to the rate at which the frequency can fall after a large disturbance and the 








The scope of this thesis is to apply and upgrade the power-system inertia estimation method 
presented in [8], analyze and critically judge the different possibilities for implementation on a 
larger system and obtain satisfactory results based on real system data. 
2.1 Existing work 
Existing methods for estimating inertia can be separated into two broad groups. The methods in the 
first group use a swing equation based method to estimate the total system inertia based on either 
post-mortem analysis of frequency measurements from a single location during a known 
disturbance to the system [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] or an online analysis [8], using [14]. In [5 the 
approach to the problem of estimating power-system inertia includes a polynomial approximation 
with respect to time that is fit to the waveform of the transient signals in estimating the inertia 
constant. This effort was made in order to estimate and evaluate the dynamic behavior of the 
system frequency in loss of generation or load. This would lead to a system aggregate model that 
can predict the frequency response to changes in supply-load mismatch. This procedure was done 
for ten events in the 60-Hz system of Japan. However, authors were unable to establish a 
statistically significant relationship between M (coefficient of inertia) and the load because of the 
small number of events that were analyzed. In [12] a robust sliding-window method is presented 
that estimates generator inertia available during a disturbance. The basic execution of the proposed 
method consists of estimating the inertia constant of each generator in the system and then taking 
the sum of these estimates. Source [13] introduces Phasor Measurement Units (PMU) 
measurements into the inertia-estimation process. Finally, [8] proposes a simultaneous, on-line 
estimation of the time of disturbance and inertia in the power system. The overview of this method 
is described in this thesis in Chapter 3. Although providing encouraging results, we should keep in 
mind that in a real system, on-line availability of measurements from each node of the system, 
required as input data in this algorithm, is questionable due to financial feasibility. The second 
group of methods is based on precise models of a specific generation technology and use parameter 
estimation techniques to find the value of inertia (and other parameters) for a specific generation 
unit. Examples of this can be found in [15], [16] and [17]. In this thesis the first of these two 
approaches has been adopted (swing-equation based). 
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2. Basic definitions  
This chapter includes citations from source [18] (pp.13-25). 
2.1 Swing equation 
The swing equation governs the motion of the machine rotor relating the inertia torque to the 
resultant of the mechanical and electrical torques on the rotor: 
 𝐽𝛿 = 𝑇a  
 
(1) 
where J is the moment of inertia in kgm
2
 of all rotating masses attached to the shaft is the 
mechanical angle of the shaft in radians with respect to a fixed reference, and Ta is the accelerating 
torque in Newton meters (Nm) acting on the shaft. Since the machine is a generator, the driving 
torque Tm is mechanical and the retarding or load torque Te is electrical. Thus we write: 
 𝑇a = 𝑇m − 𝑇e  
 
(2) 
which establishes a useful sign convention, namely, that in which a positive Ta signifies an 
acceleration of the shaft, whereas a negative Ta implies a deceleration of the shaft or a lower torque. 
The angular reference may be chosen relative to a synchronously rotating reference frame moving 
with constant angular velocity ωR: 
 
 𝜃 = (𝜔R𝑡 + 𝛼)+𝛿m  
 
(3) 
where α is a constant. The angle α is needed if δm is measured from an axis different from the 




𝐽𝛿 m = 𝐽𝜔 m = 𝑇a  
 
(4) 
Another useful form of (4) is obtained by multiplying both sides by ωR the shaft angular velocity in 
rad/s. Recalling that the product of torque T and angular velocity is the power of the shaft P in 
watts, we have: 
 𝐽𝜔R𝛿 m = 𝑃m − 𝑃e  
 
(5) 
The quantity𝐽𝜔R  is called the inertia constant and is denoted by M, coefficient of inertia. It is 








The swing equation is given in the literature in the form of (4) or in terms of power 
 
 𝑀𝛿 m = 𝑀𝜔 m = 𝑃m − 𝑃e  
 
(6) 
In relating the machine inertial performance to the network, it would be more useful to write (6(6) 
in terms of an electrical angle that can be conveniently related to the position of the rotor. Such an 
angle is the torque angle δ, which is the angle between the field MMF (Magneto-Motive Force) and 
the resultant MMF in the air gap, both rotating at synchronous speed. It is also the electrical angle 
between the generated EMF and the resultant stator voltage phasors. 
The torque angle δ, which is the same as the electrical angle δ is related to the rotor mechanical 
angle δm (measured from a synchronously rotating frame) by the following equation: 
 
 δ=𝛿e = (𝑝/2)𝛿m  
 
(7) 
For the sake of simplicity we drop the subscript e and write simply δ (p denotes the number of 






 𝛿 =  
2𝑀
𝑝
 𝜔 ≅ 𝑃a  
 
(8) 
which relates the accelerating power to the electrical angle δ and to the angular velocity of the 
revolving magnetic field ω. In most problems of interest there will be a large number of equations 
like (8(8(8(8(8(8), one for each generator shaft. In such large system problems we find it 
convenient to normalize the power equations by dividing all equations by a common three-phase 












= 𝑃ap .u. 
 
(9) 
2.2 Inertia constant H 






 𝜔 = 𝑇a,pu  
 
(10) 
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where H is the inertia constant, ω is the angular velocity in rad/s, and Ta the accelerating (or 
decelerating) torque in per unit. The inertia of a power system is a measure of the stored energy in 
the rotating masses of the system. The inertia of a rotating shaft is commonly defined using its 
inertia constant, which is calculated as follows: 
 H = JωR
2 /2SB  
 
(11) 
where H is the inertia constant in seconds is the moment of inertia of the shaft in kgm
2
, SB is the 
base power, and is ωR the nominal speed. Using the nominal speed, instead of the actual speed of 
the machine, allows H to be defined as a constant. Due to the narrow speed range of power 
systems, this approximation is acceptable.  
It may seem rather strange to call H a constant since it depends upon ω, which certainly varies 
during a transient. On the other hand the angular frequency does not change by a large percentage 
before stability is lost. To illustrate: for 60 Hz system, ωR=377 rad/s and a 1% change in ω, is equal 
to 3.77 rad/s. A constant slip of 1% of the value of ω for one second will change the angle of the 
rotor by 3.77 rad. This would certainly lead to loss of synchronism. 
Note that ω is the angular velocity of the revolving magnetic field and is thus related directly to the 
network voltages and currents. For this reason it is common to give the units of ω as electrical 
rad/s. Note also that the final form of the swing equation has been adapted for machines with any 
number of poles, since all machines on the same system synchronize to the same ωR. Another form 
of the swing equation, sometimes quoted in the literature, involves some approximation. It is 
particularly used with the classical model of the synchronous machine. Recognizing that the 
angular speed ω is nearly constant, the p.u. accelerating power Pa is numerically nearly equal to the 


















≅ 𝑃a,pu  
 
(12) 
Following a frequency deviation, kinetic energy stored in the rotating masses of the generator 
system is released, rendering power system frequency dynamics slower and, hence, easier to 
regulate.  




H denotes the time duration during which the machine can supply its rated power solely with its 
stored kinetic energy. The inertia constant H has the desirable property, that its value, unlike that of 
M, does not vary greatly with the rated MVA and speed of the machine but instead has a 
characteristic value or set of values for each class of machines. The coefficient M varies over a 
wide range depending upon the size, speed and type of the machine. Tables 1 and 2 illustrate 
typical inertia constants. 
The swing equation can be also used in the following, approximated form: 
 
 2𝐻𝑑𝑓 𝑡 
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑝m 𝑡 − 𝑝e(𝑡) 
 
(13) 
As the stored energy governs the initial frequency response of the power system to a change in the 
active power, where pm is the mechanical power driving the rotor in per unit, pe is the power across 
the air gap of the machine in per unit and is the derivative of frequency in per unit/seconds. The 
swing equation (13) c1313an be modified to only contain variables measured on the electrical side 
of the system by exploiting the slow-changing nature of mechanical power relative to electrical 
power: 
 2𝐻𝑑𝑓 𝑡 
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑝e 𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡 − 𝑝e(t) 
 
(14) 
where Δt is the interval between measurements and pe is now the active power at the location at 
which the derivative of frequency is measured. The validity of this approximation in the context of 
inertia estimation is demonstrated in [20]. Equation (14) is valid immediately after a disturbance at 
the location where the frequency and active-power measurements are recorded from. The control 
actions that are available to maintain the power balance within a power system cannot act 
immediately. Therefore, immediately after a large disturbance affecting power balance, e.g. a short 
circuit or a generator trip, the changes in the operating frequency of the power system can be 
described using the swing equation (14).Therefore, this equation can be used to estimate the inertia 
constant of the power system during this disturbance if data describing the frequency and active 











Table 1: Typical inertia constants[19] 
Type of Machine Inertia Constant H/s 
Turbine generator (1800 rpm) 6-9 
Turbine generator (3000 rpm) condensing 4-7 
Turbine generator (3000 rpm) non-condensing 3-4 
Water wheel Generator (<200 rpm) 2-3 
Water wheel Generator (>200 rpm) 2-4 
Synchronous Condenser (Large) 1.25 
Synchronous Condenser (Small) 1.00 
 
Table 2: Typical inertia constants [18] 
 
Hydro 
SB/MVA 9 17.5 25 35 40 54 65.79 75 86 
Wk/MWs 23.5 117 183 254 107.9 168 176 524 233 
H/s 2.61 6.69 7.32 7.26 2.70 3.11 2.68 6.99 2.71 
 Fossil Steam Cross Compound 
SB/MVA 128 128 192 192 278.3 221 445 375 483 
Wk/MWs 305 787 596 650 464 1418 639 3383 633 
H/s 2.38 6.15 3.10 3.39 1.67 6.42 1.44 9.02 1.31 
 Nuclear Steam 
SB/MVA 76.8 245.5 500 920 1070 1280 1300 1340   
Wk/MWs 281.7 1136 1990 3464 3312 4690 4580 4698   
H/s 3.67 4.63 3.98 3.77 3.10 3.66 3.52 3.51  
 Synchronous Condenser 
SB/MVA 25 40 50 60 75     
Wk/MWs 30 60.8 105 60.6 89.98     
H/s 1.20 1.52 2.10 1.01 1.20     
 Fossil Steam 
SB/MVA 25 35.29 51.2 75 100 125 147 160 192 
Wk/MWs 125.4 154.9 260 464 498 596 431 634 634 
H/s 5.02 4.39 5.08 6.19 4.98 4.77 2.93 3.96 3.30 
 Combustion Turbine 
SB/MVA 20.65 62.5        
Wk/MWs 183.3 713.5        
H/s 8.88 11.42        
 
2.3 Center of inertia 
In order to estimate the inertia constant of an entire system it is necessary to calculate a frequency 
representing the equivalent frequency of the system. This must be done because during large power 
imbalances the local frequencies of individual generators may not be the same. In this thesis the 
system frequency was calculated from the frequency of each individual generator based on the 
concept of the frequency of inertial center. This concept is developed using the same reasoning that 




is used in mechanics to introduce the concept of a center of mass. This frequency is referred to as fc 


















where HT is the total inertia of the system. By taking (15) into account the sum of the swing 
equations (14) for a system with N generators yields an expression for the dynamics of the 











where the variable Δp, corresponds to the net active-power imbalance of the system and is 
calculated as the sum of the power imbalance at all operational generators in the system. It is 
necessary to re-calculate this imbalance with respect to the same base as the system load. Once 
these two values are calculated they can be used in a rearranged form of (16) to give an estimate for 













2.4 System response to disturbances 
In this section we consider the effect of the sudden application of a small load PΔL at some point in 
the network. To simplify the analysis, we also assume that the load has a negligible reactive 
component. Since the sudden change in load PΔL creates an imbalance between generation and 
load, an oscillatory transient takes place before the system settles to a new steady-state condition. 
This kind of impact is continuously occurring during normal operation of power systems. The 
oscillatory transient is in fact a ―spectrum‖ of oscillations resulting from the random change in 
loads. These oscillations are reflected in power flow in the tie lines. Thus the scheduled tie-line 
flows will have ―random‖ power oscillations superimposed upon them. Our concern here is to 
make an estimate of the magnitude of these power oscillations. Note that the estimates made by the 
methods outlined below are only approximate, yet they are quite instructive. Since we are 
concerned only with a small impact, we linearize all the equations bellow. 
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The instant immediately following the impact is of interest. In particular, we would like to 
determine exactly how much of the impact PΔL is supplied by each generator PiΔ i= 1, 2,...,n. At the 
instant t =0
+
 we know that δiΔ = 0 for all generators because of rotor inertias. Thus we can compute 
(with both i and j indicating generator subscripts): 
 
 𝛿ijΔ = 0 𝛿ikΔ = 𝛿iΔ − 𝛿kΔ = −𝛿kΔ(0




We define PiΔ and PkΔ with the following equations: 
 



















where Ei, Ej, Vk are the voltages at nodes i, j and k accordingly and Bik, Bkj, Bij are susceptances 




+ = −Psik𝛿kΔ 0
+ 𝑃kΔ 0







Comparing the above two equations at t = 0+, we note that at node k: 
 
𝑃kΔ 0







This is to be expected since we are assuming a nearly reactive network. We also note that at node i 
PiΔ depends upon Bikcosδik0. In other words, the higher the transfer susceptance Bik and the lower 
the initial angle δik0 the greater the share of the impact ―picked up‖ by machine i. Note also that PkΔ 




+ = − 𝑃ski𝛿kΔ 0













From Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.(22) and 


















+)  i=1,2,..... ,n 
 
(25) 
It is interesting that at the instant of the load impact (i.e., at t = 0
+
) the source of energy supplied by 
the generators is the energy stored in their magnetic fields and is distributed according to the 
synchronizing power coefficients between i and k. Note that the generator rotor angles cannot 
move instantly. Hence, the energy instantly supplied by the generators cannot come from the 
energy stored in the rotating masses. This is also evident from the first equation of (21): PiΔ 
depends upon Psik or Bik which depends upon the reactance between generator i and node k. Later 
on when the rotor angles change, the stored energy in the rotating masses becomes important, as 
shown below. 
 
Equations (22) and (25) indicate that the load impact PLΔ at a network bus k is immediately shared 
by the synchronous generators according to their synchronizing power coefficients with respect to 
the bus k. Thus the machines electrically close to the point of impact will pick up the greater share 
of the load regardless of their size. Let us consider next the deceleration of machine i due to the 
sudden increase in its output power PiΔ. The incremental differential equation governing the motion 






+ 𝑃𝑖𝛥 𝑡 = 0 𝑖 = 1,2,… . . ,𝑛 
 
(26) 











+) = 0 𝑖 = 1,2,… . . ,𝑛 
 
(27) 















 𝑖 = 1,2,… . ,𝑛 
(28) 




Obviously, the shaft decelerates for a positive load PLΔ. The p.u. deceleration of machine i, given 
by (28), is dependent on the synchronizing power coefficient Psik and inertia Hi. This deceleration 
will be constant until the governor action begins. Note that after the initial impact the various 
synchronous machines will be retarded at different rates, each according to its size Hi and its 
"electrical location" given by Pik. 
2.4.1 Average behavior prior to governor action ( t = t1) 
We now estimate the system behavior during the period 0 < t < tg, where tg is the time at which 
governor action begins. To designate this period simply, we refer to time as t1although there is no 
specific instant under consideration but a brief time period of no more than a few seconds. Looking 
at the system as a whole, there will be an overall deceleration of the machines during this period. 
To obtain the mean deceleration, let us define an "inertial center" that has angle 𝛿  and angular 
velocity𝜔 , where by definition, 
 
 𝛿 ≜ (1/ 𝐻i) 𝛿i𝐻i 
 
(29) 
 𝜔 ≜ (1/ 𝐻i) 𝜔i𝐻i 
 
(30) 






















Equation (32) gives the mean acceleration of all the machines in the system, which is defined here 
as the acceleration of a fictitious inertial center. We now investigate the way in which the impact 
PLΔ will be shared by the various machines. Note that while the system as a whole is retarding at 
the rate given by (32), the individual machines are retarding at different rates. Each machine 
follows an oscillatory motion governed by its swing equation. Synchronizing forces tend to pull 





the same deceleration as given by (32). In other words, when the transient decays, dwiΔ/dt will be 
the same as d𝜔Δ    /dt as given by (28). Substituting this value of dwiΔ/dt in (27), at t = t1>t0+: 
 
 









Thus at the end of a brief transient the various machines will share the increase in load as a 
function only of their inertia constants. The time t1is chosen large enough so that all the machines 
will have acquired the mean system deceleration. At the same time, t1 is not so large as to allow 
other effects such as governor action to take place. Equation (33) implies that the H constants for 
all the machines are given to a common base. If they are given for each machine on its own base, 
the correct powers are obtained if H is replaced by HSB3/SsB, here SB3 is the machine rating and SsB 
is the chosen system base. Examining (33) and (27) we note that immediately after the impact PLΔ 
(i.e., at t = 0+) the machines share the impact according to their electrical proximity to the point of 
the impact as expressed by the synchronizing power coefficients. After a brief transient period the 















A sliding window-based method for estimating inertia is presented in [8]. This method is also used 
here and can be summarized as follows. The algorithm uses four smoothing filters, two for the 
active power and two for the rate of change of frequency (ROCOF), these are labeled P1, P2, R1 
and R2, where P denotes active power and R denotes the ROCOF. In Figure 3, the windows are 
placed on either side of the time of disturbance (td), where subscript 1 denotes the window starting 
at the time of disturbance while 2 denotes the window after the disturbance, see Figure 3. Each 
window has a width of N data points, and therefore a width of (N-1)·Δt seconds, and the separation 
between each pair of windows is determined by the width W, or W·Δt seconds, where Δt is the 
sampling time interval of 20 ms. 
 
Figure 3: Sliding windows illustration 
 
For the case where a straight mean of the data points in each window of length N is taken, the 












































Each window provides one of the variables in the swing equation (13). This can be represented by 









Measurements used to calculate the current inertia-constant candidate include data from the current 
position tN1, marked in the figure above, to (N+W)·Δt after tN1. This filter design was determined 
based on the expectation that it must be simple and robust if it is to be feasible for online execution. 
The windows act as low-pass filters and will help to eliminate the measurement errors that 
inevitably arise in practice from sources, such as transducers and analog-to-digital conversion[20]. 
This simplicity is of critical importance due to the demands placed on the algorithm in terms of 
speed and robustness [8]. The proposed algorithm uses input data of the active power and 
derivative of frequency measured from a single location, as presented in Figure 3. 
3.1 Estimation of time of disturbance 
The disturbance-detection process presented in this thesis exploits the convergent properties of the 
windowing process during a disturbance, see Figure 4. It does this by calculating the residue 
between consecutive outputs from the windowing process to determine the degree of similarity 
between them. A new residue is calculated each time a new set of active power and derivative of 
frequency measurements is received and a disturbance is deemed to have occurred once a certain 





The current count of sufficiently similar consecutive outputs is defined as the consecutive sum 
(CSUM). The heuristic nature of this approach allows a simple and robust algorithm to be created 
that has performed very well in the examples presented in this thesis for simulated and real data. 
The benefit of detecting a disturbance based on the convergence of the window output to an 
approximately constant value is that this convergence is independent of system properties. This is 
in contrast to detecting the disturbance based on applying thresholds to the behavior of the phase 
angle, frequency or active power. These values vary throughout the disturbance and the thresholds 
must vary with a number of system properties, including the inertia itself, or the size, location, and 
nature of the disturbance [8]. A set of consecutive outputs is considered sufficiently similar if the 
absolute value of the residue between them and the current output is below the dynamic threshold. 
The residue is calculated as follows, when a new output is received at the time: 
 







Defined in this way, this residue is the fitting error if the new is fitted to the past values as a straight 
line with zero gradient. The threshold is calculated as the product of the current output and a user-
defined threshold ratio tr: 
 𝑟max  𝑡N1 = 𝐻L(𝑡N1)𝑡r  
 
(40) 
The advantage of using this threshold is that it can be defined based on the stochastic properties of 
the input signals that can be extracted in advance (e.g., the noise in the active power and frequency 
measurements) and not the properties of the power system. This means that as the system 
properties (e.g., the inertia) change, the optimum threshold will not, in contrast to a fixed threshold 
applied to the change in active power or derivative of frequency. The behavior of CSUM can be 
described as follows: 
 
 𝐶𝑆𝑈𝑀(𝑡N1)=(CSUM(𝑡N1 − 𝛥𝑡)+1) 
 
(41) 
CSUM is initialized with a value of zero and then each time a set of consecutive samples satisfies 
the dynamic threshold is incremented by one. CSUM is augmented by one if the residue satisfies 
and it is set to zero if it does not. This acts as a form of bad data detection, see Figure 5. Figure 5 





have occurred if CSUM is equal or larger than N since there has been convergence for a full 
window. The time of the disturbance can then be estimated based on the time tN1 at which CSUM 
was equal to N by accounting for the delays introduced by each stage: 
 
 𝑡d = 𝑡N1 +  𝑁 + 𝑊 − 1  
 
(42) 
Having detected a disturbance (based on output convergence) and estimated the time of its 
occurrence, the inertia can be estimated based on the average of values in the td to td-N∙Δt window. 
The averaging windows border values that are used could be varied depending on the actual value 
of the calculated residue r. This selection must balance the improved robustness offered by taking 
the mean of multiple estimates against the decline in accuracy of the estimates made for values 
other than the true time of disturbance. The default averaging window is equal to the original 
window width N (43). However, this is not always the best solution, especially not in real system 
problems, where noise can play a significant role and increasing the window width would only 
delay the execution time. A different approach would be to adjust the averaging period to the noise 
levels and to the disturbance type. Real system problems in Chapter 5 are examples where an 
adjusted (decreased) window averaging window width was used in order to satisfy the basic criteria 





























Another issue that arises, when it comes to estimation of the time of disturbance based solely on 
algorithm output convergence is the possibility of convergence to erroneous values and false 
disturbance detection, as a consequence. Implementing an additional criteria would eliminate all 
false detections, leaving only the cases where both the convergence criteria and the additional 
criteria coincide. An obvious additional criteria is a frequency first derivative jump (in absolute 
value) to an arbitrarily high value, based on experience with the system. If this jump occurred at ± 
k∙Δt (before or after the detected disturbance time, where k=1,2,3), it is probable that the algorithm 
converged simultaneously with a system disturbance and the detection is not erroneous. This 
approach is added to the basic algorithm (Figure 6) in Chapter 5 and depicted in Figure 7. 
 






4.1 IEEE 39-bus system simulations 
Simulations were performed for the IEEE 39-bus test system, shown in Figure 8, using NEPLAN 
for dynamic simulations and MATLAB script for results analysis. Since NEPLAN does not offer a 
constant integration-step simulation (as depicted in Figure 9) and instead uses an adjusted step size 
depending on current state of dynamics, it was necessary to resample simulation results using a 
constant, WAMS-like step-size standard of 0.02 s between measurements. This was achieved by 
linear interpolation, as illustrated in Figure 9, but it is also possible to use MATLAB`s inherent 
function resample. 
 
Figure 8: IEEE 39 bus system 
The simulations were performed for the period of ten seconds and the disturbance occurs at time t = 
5s.Three different types of disturbances were simulated: generator outage, load tripping and three-
phase bus fault. In all of the cases presented here, noise was added to the frequency and power 
signals. Noise added to the frequency signal was 0.0005% of the signal while noise added to the 






Figure 9: Linear interpolation 
 
Figure 10: Noise added to signal 
True generator inertia constants H, given on a generator base of 100 MVA and calculated on a 
common base of 6141MW, the installed capacity prior to the disturbance, are given in Table 3. 
Table 3: Inertia constants IEEE 39 bus system 
Generator H (Sbase=100 MVA) (s) H (Sbase=6141MW) (s) 
G01 500 8.10 
G02 30.3 0.49 
G03 35.8 0.58 
G04 28.6 0.47 
G05 26.0 0.42 
G06 34.8 0.57 
G07 26.4 0.43 
G08 24.3 0.40 
G09 34.5 0.56 









































































4.1.1 Generator Outages 
Figure 11 illustrates inertia estimation results for each individual generator in case of a disturbance 
in the form of generator outage. Table 4 provides disturbance estimation times, where darker 
shades of blue denote more precise estimation. Disturbance-time estimates are mostly accurate up 
to one tenth of a second. Slight differences between them are consequences of different output 
convergences. Numerical values of inertia estimates for each generator are presented in Table 7 in 
Appendix A (denoted in the first column) in case of an outage of each generator present in the 
system (outages are denoted in the second row). Graphically, results are presented in Figure 11. 
Table 8 denotes relative errors, so that the darker the shade of blue, the larger the relative error. For 
testing purposes, empirically selected values N = 39 and W = 13 were used. Results are rounded to 
four decimal places and relative errors results presented in Table 8 are rounded to two decimal 
places. Values of threshold tr = 0.8 were used to estimate the time of disturbance, according to the 
algorithm presented in Chapter 3. Some general comments regarding the results presented in 
Figure11 include:  
 The comparison between the simple sum of relative errors for the outages of generator G1 
and all the rest generator outage cases shows that the relative errors in the estimations are 
significantly smaller for the outage of generator G1. This is likely because for a larger 
disturbance the initial deviations in frequency and power that occur are larger, and therefore 
less vulnerable to noise. 
 From Table 8 it is obvious that the largest relative errors correspond to the generators 
electrically closest to the disturbance location (e.g. in the case of outage of generator G2, 
generator G3 inertia estimate has the largest relative error and so on). This is clearly 
illustrated in Table 8, since the largest errors are closest to the empty columns (which 
represent the errors that are not shown, since they are the relative errors in case of outage of 
that same generator and are clearly erroneous). 
 Generator G1, being by far the largest one in the system, has the smallest sum of relative 
errors, as expected (summing up the relative errors ε for each disturbance). Figure12 
illustrates the algorithm outputs in the case of an outage of generator G1. Results for (only) 
generators G3, G6, G9 were randomly selected and presented in the figure, for better 





before the actual disturbance occurs, N being the window size. This is due to the sliding 
window process explained in Chapter 3.  
 
Figure 11: Generator outages results 
 
Table 4: Disturbance time estimates 
 td (s) 
Outage→ G01 G02 G03 G04 G05 G06 G07 G08 G09 G10 
G01 - 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.14 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 
G02 5.06 - 5.02 5.06 5.14 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.3 
G03 5.06 5.02 - 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.3 
G04 5.22 5.06 5.06 - 5.02 5.02 5.02 5.06 5.02 5.3 
G05 5.36 5.3 5.14 5.02 - 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.36 
G06 5.22 5.06 5.06 5.02 5.06 - 5.02 5.06 5.06 5.36 
G07 5.3 5.06 5.06 5.02 5.06 5.02 - 5.06 5.06 5.36 
G08 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 - 5.02 5.3 
G09 5.22 5.22 5.14 5.06 5.16 5.06 5.06 5.06 - 5.3 







Figure 12: Inertia constant estimates vs. true inertia constants 
The largest relative error presented in Table 8 is approximately 52% and it is the relative error of 
the Generator G7 inertia constant estimate in the case of generator G6 outage. Figures 13 and 14 
depict the active power (Figure 13) and frequency (Figure 14) for generator G7 in two cases: 
outage of the electrically close generator G6, and outage of generator G1. The frequency and active 
power response of generator G7 to the outage of generator G6 is obviously more intense, in the 
sense that the oscillation amplitudes (of both frequency and active power) are much larger 
compared to the responses to the outage of generator G1. Therefore, a larger relative error is 
expected since the input (active power and first derivative of frequency) also oscillates with a 
larger amplitude. Inertia estimation outputs and averaging windows are presented in Figure 15. Due 
to the input differences, output estimates, as well as averaging windows locations also differ. 
Consequently, inertia estimate, as averaging window`s single output, is much closer to true inertia 






Figure 13: Active power signals of generator G7 
 
Figure 14: Frequency signals of generator G7 
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4.1.2 Load tripping 
The next set of simulated disturbances includes load tripping. Figure 16 illustrates inertia 
estimation outputs and averaging windows location for tripping of load 18. Results for (only) 
generators G3, G6, G9 were randomly selected and presented in the figure, for better visibility. 
Figure 17 illustrates results for each generator inertia estimates in case of tripping of loads 3, 8, 15 
and 39. Each load was again tripped at t = 5s (which is the true disturbance time). Table 5 gives 
disturbance estimation times, so that the darker shades of blue denote more precise estimation. 
Disturbance time estimates are accurate in each case with a maximal absolute error of 0.62 ms.  
Slight differences between them are consequences of different output convergences. Results 
regarding inertia constant estimates, relative errors are presented in Table 9 and Table 10, 
accordingly. The first column denotes the tripped load. Table 10 denotes relative errors, so that the 
darker the shade of blue, the larger the relative error. In the case of tripping the largest load (L39), 
the relative error sum is, as expected, smaller than the sum of errors in the case of any other load 
being tripped. This is likely because for a larger disturbance the deviations in frequency and power 
that occur are larger, and therefore less vulnerable to noise. Electrical proximity to the location of 
disturbance plays a key role in the accuracy of the algorithm, since it dictates the severity of the 
frequency excursion. So the non-convergent, unusually large and clearly erroneous output of the 
algorithm denote that an electrically close disturbance has occurred. On the other hand, large 
generators, such as generator G1 in this case, are not as vulnerable to disturbances, since they have 
a relatively large amount of stored rotational energy and can therefore, respond to a disturbance 
without a severe frequency excursions, even in the case of a large and electrically close disturbance 
as in this case tripping of load 39. 
 






Figure 17: Inertia estimates results for load tripping 
Table 5: Disturbance time estimates 
 td (s) 
Load shed ↓ G01 G02 G03 G04 G05 G06 G07 G08 G09 G10 
L03 5.0600 5.0600 5.0600 5.0600 5.2200 5.0600 5.1400 5.0600 5.1400 5.0200 
L08 5.0600 5.0400 5.0600 5.1400 5.3000 5.1400 5.1400 5.1400 5.3000 5.0600 
L07 5.06 / / 5.6200 5.6200 5.6200 5.6200 5.6200 5.6200 5.6200 
L15 5.1400 5.1400 5.1400 5.0600 5.3000 5.1400 5.1400 5.6200 5.3600 5.1400 
L39 5.0200 5.0600 5.0600 5.1400 5.3000 5.1400 5.2200 5.0600 5.1600 5.0600 
4.1.3 Three-Phase Bus Faults 
The next set of simulations includes three-phase faults at different locations in the system. Figure 
18 illustrates results for each generator inertia estimates in case of a three phase short circuit at 
different locations in the system (at buses 5, 10, 15, 21). Each fault was introduced at t = 5s and 
cleared at t = 5.02 s. Results regarding inertia constant estimates and relative errors are presented in 
Table 11 and Table 12 in Appendix A. The first column denotes the location of the disturbance. 
Table 12 denotes relative errors, so that the darker the shade of blue, the larger the relative error. 
Fault location is denoted in the first column in Table 11 and Table 12. In these cases, time of 
disturbance detection algorithm based on output convergence was not used, (disturbance time was 





Figure 18: Inertia estimates results for 3 phase short circuits 
In order to gain a better understanding of the possible relative error augmentation in case that we 
use the disturbance-time detection algorithm in order to determine the averaging window location, 
we compare two examples: inertia constant estimation of generator G8 in case of three-phase short 
circuit at bus 15 and 21. Figures 19 and 20 illustrate the input signals in both cases (active power 
(Figure 19) and frequency (Figure 20)). It is obvious that the responses to both disturbances are 
quite similar, three-phase short circuit at bus 15 being a slightly larger disturbance. From Figure 21 
we see that both cases have a second convergent period (after the real time disturbance) which is a 
consequence of the nature of the oscillations in the input signal. In the first case (three-phase short 
circuit at bus 15), the disturbance time is correctly identified: tN1 B15 = 4s and tdB15 = 5.02 s, so the 
averaging window includes data points that converge to the true inertia constant and the relative 
error in estimation is 3.94%. On the other hand, CSUM 21 does not reach N at 4s, but instead at 
4.84s, which in return results in a different averaging window location. Now, the averaging 
window (marked in Figure 22 with a transparent yellow rectangle with dashed outline) includes 
data that is clearly erroneous, resulting in a relative error of 42.55 %. This can be explained by 
observing the frequency response of the generator. In Figure 20, we notice that the largest 
frequency deviation does not occur at t0+, but slightly latter. Larger electrical distance (to the 
generator) of bus 21, in comparison to bus 15 is the reason for this delay in the response. In 





circuit is complex and can therefore result in a second convergent period (CSUM reaching N) after 
the real time of disturbance (t0+), which changes the location of the averaging window resulting in 
an erroneous estimation. When dealing with inertia estimation in case of three-phase short circuits, 
a more complex approach should be adopted when locating the averaging window. 
 
Figure 19: Active power signals for generator G8 
 


















































Figure 21: CSUM for generator G8 
 
Figure 22: Inertia estimates for generator G8 
4.2 " Inertial Fingerprint" 
In its present form, the algorithm processes frequency and active-power measurements from a 
single location. This is suitable in the case of estimating the inertia of a single generator. However, 
in larger systems (or even small systems with highly diverse generation portfolio) the frequency 
and inertial response will vary across the system because frequency waves propagate across the 
system after a disturbance at speeds of several hundred kilometers per second [20]. 
The process of estimating the inertial fingerprint will involve the analysis of incorporation of 
measurements from multiple locations into a single method that, rather than returning a single 





that would allow the spatial variation in the frequency response and inertia to be observed online 
[8]. 
The first step towards achieving a successful method of inertial fingerprint estimation, would 
include system sectioning into areas. In [21] authors propose a method for system partition with 
reference to controlled islanding. In this source, authors propose a controlled system islanding as an 
effective way of avoiding wide-area blackouts as a consequence of an un-dumped 
electromechanical oscillations scenario. To create stable islands, the islanding solution must satisfy 
a large number of constraints, such as load-generation balance, generator coherency, availability of 
transmission lines, thermal limits, voltage and transient stability. In this case, the authors approach 
to view the problem as a constrained optimization problem.  
"In the first step of the algorithm, the generator nodes are grouped using normalized spectral 
clustering, based on their dynamic models, to produce groups of coherent generators. In the 
second step of the algorithm, the islanding solution that provides the minimum power-flow 
disruption while satisfying the constraint of coherent generator groups is determined by grouping 
all nodes using constrained spectral clustering. Simulation results, obtained using the IEEE 39 bus 
test system, show that the proposed algorithm is computationally efficient when solving the 
controlled islanding problem." [21] 
 In case of un-dumped electromechanical oscillations, optimal system splitting into islands, 
according to the method presented in [21], is illustrated in Figure 23 (and given in Table 6). It 
would be of interest to repeat the simulations presented in 4.1.2 (inertia estimation in case of load 
tripping) considering Groups 1, 2 and 3 as three groups of the system. In this thesis, the considered 
disturbances do not lead to system islanding, however, we consider this proposed system partition 
as a first step towards estimating the inertial fingerprint. Group 1 encompasses Generator 1 
(marked in Figure 10 with a red rectangle). Group 2 encompasses Generators 2 to 7 (marked in 
Figure 10 with blue rectangles). Group 3 encompasses generators 8 to 10 (marked in Figure 10 
with olive-green rectangles). Thus, using only one representative generator frequency response for 
each group and the sum of active-power measurements consistent of each generator in the group, 
the inertia constant of the area was estimated and compared to the calculated HCOI of the area. 
Frequency was observed on G1, G9 and G7 and active power was observed on all generators. Since 
frequency after a disturbance is a local parameter, the selection of the locations that are monitored 




Table 6: Generator groups 
Group Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
Generators G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 
 
 
Figure 23: Sectioned system (IEEE39-bus test system) 
 
First, we calculate HCOI (inertia constant of the center of inertia) of each group as a reference to 
which we later compare the algorithm outputs. HCOI is calculated with respect to a base of SB = 
6141MW, the total installed active power prior to a disturbance. 
 
Group 1 
Group 1 is consistent only of generator G1, which happens to be the largest generator in the 
system: 
H1= 500 s (SB = 100 MVA) and HCOI_G1 = 8.10 s (SB = 6141 MW) 
Group 2 
Given that all the generators in the group have the same nominal power SB of 100 MVA, we 
calculate HCOI_G2 by simply adding the values of all generator inertia constants: 






The same reasoning is valid in this case: 
HCOI_G3 = 0.40+0.56+0.68 = 1.64 s 
4.2.1 Load tripping 
The following set of simulations encompasses load tripping. Figure 24 illustrates results of inertia 
estimates for each group in case of tripping of loads 3, 8, 7, 15, 18, 39, respectively. Results 
regarding group inertia constant estimates and relative errors are also presented in Tables 13 and 
14, respectively, where the first column denotes the tripped load. It is obvious that Group 1 
(Generator G1) has the smallest relative error in each case (tripping of loads 03-39), since it has the 
largest inertia, and even for a large, electrically close load tripping, such as the tripping of load 39, 
the relative error does not exceed 5%. On the other hand, relative errors regarding Groups 2 and 3 
vary depending on the size and electrical proximity of the disturbance. This is due to the larger size 
of groups 2 and 3and therefore, a non-homogenous a) inertial response to different disturbances 
and b) varying distances to the disturbance location with respect to the frequency representative 
generator. Figure 25 illustrates algorithm outputs for tripping of load 15.  
 





Figure 25: Group inertia estimates for tripping of load 15 
4.2.3 Analysis: cumulative relative errors with respect to the frequency observation location 
In this section,19 simulations were performed (tripping of each of the 19 loads present in the 
system). The goal is to observe the sum of relative errors ε, divided by the number of simulations as 
a function of the frequency observation location (see equation 44) and by doing so, making the first 









The chosen generator frequency is denoted in columns one and three, according to the group to 
which it belongs. It is obvious that placing the frequency observing units at G8 (for Group3) and 
G3(or G2) (for Group 2) would result in a minimal relative error (see Figure 26 and Figure 27). 
This is of course conclusion based on this analysis only (load tripping). In a real system, it is 
deemed necessary to examine the behavior in the case of some more common types of disturbances 
such as one-phase short circuit or heavily-loaded line tripping. From Figure 26 we notice that placing 
the frequency measurements on generator G6 would result in a large average relative error when 
estimating the inertia of Group 2. From Table 15 in Appendix A we notice that in the case of 
tripping of load 23 the relative error when observing the group frequency response at generator G6 
is huge (689 %). On the other hand, we get a relative error of -6.13% when observing the frequency 
at generator G4. The added noise profile was exactly the same in all cases, so it is of interest to 







Figure 26: Average relative errors for Group 2                  Figure 27: Average relative errors for Group 3 
 
Figure 28 illustrates frequency responses of all generators in case of tripping of load 23. We notice 
that generator G4 response is much less intense (smaller amplitude and frequency) and therefore, it 
is a much better representative of the groups "average" response to the disturbance. Even though 
generator G6 (H = 0.57s) is larger than generator G4 (H = 0.47 s), the disturbance is electrically 
closer, which is obvious from the active power illustration in Figure 29. Electrical proximity results 
in a more intense response, since the initial jumps of both active power and frequency are larger. 
Figure 30 illustrates inertia estimation outputs in each case. 
4.3 Alternative view 
The system partition initially proposed in section 4.2 was considered because in the case of poorly 
dumped oscillations it would be an optimal system islanding solution, but let’s try some different 
system partitions based on different criteria. It is obvious that G1 is by far the largest one (more 
than ten times larger than the second largest) and therefore, as depicted in Figure 31, frequency 
response is now observed only at G1 (marked with a blue, shaded rectangle), whereas active-power 
response to disturbances will be observed on each generating unit and then summed up. Table 17 in 
Appendix A, includes relative error results in case of tripping of each load in the system, when 
placing frequency measurements at generator G1. It is obvious that the successful (arbitrarily 
accurate) output of the algorithm is once again dependent on the disturbance location and size (in 
this analysis the average relative error (considering tripping of each load) is 14%, whereas the 










































Figure 28: Frequency signals load 15 tripping 
 
Figure 29: Active power signals load 15 tripping 
 
Figure 30: Inertia estimates Group 2 
Figure 32 illustrates a comparison of relative errors in case of load tripping of loads 3, 4, 7 and 8 
when frequency is observed on a different generator in the system. Table 17 to Table 26 depict 
results in the case that the generator chosen as frequency representative of the entire system is from 















































































































































generator G1 would result in minimal average relative error, regarding different loads tripping. 
However, since the range of relative errors that appear reaches more than 50%, the overall 
conclusion is that accuracy is still linked to disturbance location and size. Therefore, a more 
complex analysis of the specific situation, concerning the nature, electrical proximity and size of 
the disturbance is necessary. 
 
Figure 31: Sectioned system 
It is obvious that the range of relative errors that appear is quite large, so let us compare two 
scenarios: tripping of load 15 and 24, when observing frequency response on generator G1. In the 
first case, the relative error is 51.23%, in the second case the relative error is 0.89%, as presented in 
Table 17 in Appendix A. Figure 33 represents frequency responses of each generator in case of 
tripping of load 15, while Figure 34 represents frequency responses in case of tripping of load 24. It 
is obvious that frequency responses in case of tripping of load 15 have a larger range of initial(t0+) 
frequency responses, which results in more distinct coherently oscillating generator groups, making 
G1 an unfit representative of the entire system, which is not the case when load 24 is tripped. 
Consequently, algorithm outputs differ as presented in Figure 35 (CSUM) and Figure 36 (inertia 





Figure 32: Inertia estimates results load tripping 
 
Figure 33: Frequency signals load 15 tripping 
 









































































































































































































Figure 35: CSUM outputs 
 
Figure 36: Inertia estimates  
4.4 Comments on inertia fingerprint estimation 
Since frequency after a disturbance is a local parameter, the selection of the locations that are 
monitored in the system is an important part of the practical application of this algorithm. Some 
general comments would be that if only a single frequency representative measurement location is 
used, then it should represent the general frequency behavior of the area and if multiple locations 
are used, they should be spread throughout the area to ensure that each subarea of the system is 
properly represented. In this section, an effort was made to test different options of applying the 
algorithm to inertia fingerprint estimation. First part of the problem is sectioning the system to 
generator groups, while the second part is locating a generator that would be a suitable frequency 




achieved when placing the frequency measurement location at the largest generator in the system 
(preferably followed by upgrading the algorithm so that the averaging window location is adjusted 
depending on the disturbance size and type). This has been an obvious approach when dealing with 
the 39 bus IEEE test system, since the largest generator has roughly ten times larger inertia 
constant in comparison to any other generator present in the system. In a real case scenario, it is not 
a given that such conditions would be fulfilled. An alternative approach would be to determine 
coherent generator groups before the inertia estimation algorithm is applied. Coherent generator 
groups could be considered as an area of the system and a representative frequency response would 
be the average frequency response of the coherently oscillating group. An obvious issue that arises 
is the required availability of measurements from multiple locations in the system. The same 
observation is valid for the approach presented in sections 4.2 and 4.3, where a sum of active-
power responses is one of the inputs. In a real-life scenario, this represents a problem when it 
comes to practical implementation, since the current platform does not necessarily guarantee 
availability of all the necessary measurements. However, since efforts are made to develop the 
current monitoring measurement system (WAMS) into a protection and monitoring system 
(WAMPAC), required data is expected to be available in the future. Hence, an algorithm estimating 
the system inertial fingerprint would be an even better solution than the simple summation of 
individual generator inertia estimates, since, besides offering a global, systematic situational 
awareness, it would also provide additional information. Such information would include coherent 
generator groups detection, disturbance location estimation based on comparison between different 
coherent groups convergence parameters (CSUM), disturbance-time estimation based once again 
on the comparison between inertia estimation outputs of different groups (as a sort of 
triangulation). A starting point for this application of the algorithm (that goes beyond inertia 
estimation) is the realization that electrical proximity to the location of disturbance plays a key role 
in the accuracy of the algorithm, since it dictates the severity of the frequency excursion. So the 
non-convergent, unusually large and clearly erroneous output of the algorithm denote that an 
electrically-close disturbance has occurred. 
4.5 Impact of Noise 
For the purpose of this discussion a set of noise signals, i.e. the ten-second frequency and power 
noise signals for generator G1, is referred to as a noise profile. The disturbance-time detection 





averaging window) is known. The amplitudes of the added noise vary in the following order: 
±0.01%,±0.02%, ±0.03%, ±0.04%, ±0.05%, ±0.06%, ±0.07%, ±0.08%, ±0.09%, ±0.1%, ±0.2%, 
±0.3%, ±0.4%, ±0.5%, ±0.6%, ±0.7%, ±0.8%, ±0.9%, ±1%, ±2%, ±3%, ±4%, ±5% of the power 
signal and a thousand times smaller values for the derivative of frequency signal. These 23 noise 
profiles were randomly generated a thousand times (each) and are used in the case of load 
39tripping, as it is electrically closest to G1.The behavior of the relative error in the presence of 
each noise profile is illustrated in Figure 37 and 38, using Whisker box plots. As noise amplitude 
increases, so does the relative error median and interquartile range, as expected. We observe that 
for the noise profile with amplitude of 0.5%, which was used in all previous simulations in this 
chapter, the median relative error is 4.51, whereas the relative error presented in section 4.1.1 is 
4.53. It is important to highlight that 25% of the relative errors belong to the interval between 
6.36% and 14.29% (fourth quartile). We conclude that a relative error higher than approximately 
15 % could not be due to noise impact exclusively. Window width N was set to 39 in each case and 
results show that for a noise amplitude up to 1%, a median of approximately 5% is obtained. The 
maximum relative error is approximately 25%. Higher noise amplitudes result in an increased 
relative error median and unacceptably large fourth quartile ranges (maximal values are not 
depicted in Figure 38 for better visibility). Of course, we have in mind that window width was set 
to a value of N = 39 in each case. Therefore, it is obvious that each noise profile has to be matched 
to a window width that would result in a minimal relative error. In sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 
this was done empirically, taking into account that increasing the window width causes additional 
delay, so a balance had to be struck. 
4.6 Impact of window width 
In this section, window width was varied from N = 5 to N = 150 by step 10 and the relative errors 
for the data set of inertia estimates for G1 were calculated in the case of load 39 tripping. The 
disturbance-time detection algorithm is not used in this section and it is assumed that the time 
disturbance (hence, the averaging window) is known. Three different noise amplitudes were 
considered: profile 1 (amplitude of active-power signal noise is ±0.05% and ±0.00005% for the 
first derivative of frequency signal), profile 2 (amplitude of the added noise is ±0.5% for the active-
power signal and ±0.0005% for the first derivative of frequency signal) and profile 3 (amplitude of 




frequency signal). Each noise profile was randomly generated a thousand times. Results, presented 
in Figure 39 to Figure 41 show that for noise profile 1, a window width between N = 45 and N = 
125 results in a relative error smaller than 6%. Additional increasing of the widow width results in 
relative error augmentation, whereas in the case of noise profile 2, a relative error smaller than 15% 
is achieved after N = 35. Best results are achieved for window widths between N = 95 and N = 125: 
median below 5% and maximum relative error below 10%. Increasing the window width any 
further does not give better results for this noise profile, since it causes a less obvious difference 
between pre- and post-fault states, by averaging a larger number of data samples. A larger noise 
amplitude (noise profile 3) results in significantly larger relative error medians and fourth quartile 
ranges. It is only after increasing the window width above N = 125 that the relative error range 
decreases, but still has a median of approximately 30%. This suggests that in a real system, the 
window width should be adjusted with reference to the experience with noise amplitude, keeping in 
mind that a larger window width implies difficulties with on-line implementation, since N = 125 is 
a time delay of 2.5 s, so the choice of window width should be a compromise between accuracy 
and execution time. 
 















































































Figure 38: Relative errors for different noise profiles 
 
Figure 39: Relative errors for noise profile ±0.05% 
 


































































































































































Figure 41: Relative error for noise profile ±5% 
4.6 Accuracy 
The next concern that arises is the question of accuracy: what is the minimal relative error that can 
even be achieved in estimating inertia constants by using method from Chapter 3. Since smaller 
disturbances result in relatively larger relative errors in inertia estimates, we will consider the 
outage of generator G10. Let us assume "ideal" conditions: eliminated noise in the signals, 
available measurements of electrical and mechanical torque as well as mechanical angle speed at 
the generator (not at the transformer bus, as it is the case with WAMS measurements). Difference 
between frequency measured at the generator and the transformer node in illustrated in Figure 42. 
Window width is set to N = 128, whereas threshold tr is set to 0.8. From the following equation in 
p.u. we calculate the estimations for the inertia constants, using the method described in Chapter 3. 
Results are presented in Figure 43: columns marked as "Accurate method" represent relative error 
results using equation 44, whereas columns marked as "Basic method" represent results already 
presented in Table 8. Results suggest that it is possible to obtain more accurate inertia estimations 
(compared to results presented in Table 8 and marked in Figure 43 with "Basic method") assuming 
all of the measurements listed above are available. This is true for all of the generators except for 
the one that experiences an outage and the one electrically closest to the disturbance. Results for 











































































Figure 42: Frequency signal at different locations 
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5. Real System Results based on WAMS 
The algorithm was applied to real-system data, corresponding to events that occurred in the 
Slovenian power system, recorded by Slovenian transmission system operator ELES. The goal was 
to validate inertia constant value, currently used in the dynamic model of Nuclear power plant 
Krško. Two events were considered: the first one is outage of a power plant TEŠ (unit 4) on 
October 12, 2011 and the second one is an oscillatory disturbance on November 30, 2011 which 
also influenced the Slovenian power system, leaving an opportunity for inertia constant estimation 
based on WAMS measurements. Other events were also considered as candidates for inertia 
fingerprint estimation, but were later deemed unfit due to either a lack of measurements or an unfit 
size of disturbance for inertia estimation (controlled islanding of a 110 kV north-western part of a 
power system, September 21, 2014). 
 
5.1 Outage of TEŠ 4 generating unit on October 12, 2011 
On October 12, 2011, a Slovenian power system experienced a loss of a generating unit (TEŠ 4) 
from 03:15 to 09:08 due to an excitation malfunction. The stored WAMS measurements for NEK 
are used in this section, in order to estimate the inertia constant of the plant during the disturbance 
that happens to be large enough to facilitate the possibility of inertia calculation. The dynamic 
model parameters H = 4.2s and Sn = 813 MVA were used a reference (values taken from dynamic 
model of a Slovenian power system available at the laboratory). Frequency and active-power 
measurements during the transient are given in Figure 44 and Figure 45, respectively. The same 
algorithm, as previously explained, was used with the additional criteria of a sufficient rate of 
frequency change, see Figure 7. The moment of disturbance(detected by the frequency first-
derivatives jump to a value that is arbitrarily selected, based on experience with the system) was 
used as a reference to the starting point of averaging the candidate estimates for the inertia constant 
(illustrated with a transparent yellow rectangle in Figure 46). Although results are deemed 
satisfactory, it is necessary to mention that choosing the algorithm parameters is strictly based on 
experience. In this case, the following values were chosen: N = 44, W = 16 and a threshold for the 
first derivative of frequency of 0.7. Averaging window width was set to W/2. Inertia constant was 
estimated to 4.4281 s as opposed to the dynamic model true value of 4.2 s (ε = 5.43%) 





Figure 44: Active power measurement NEK 
 
Figure 45: Frequency measurement NEK 
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5.2 System-wide oscillations on November, 30, 2011 
On November 30, 2011, system-wide oscillations took place in ENTSO-E, affecting also the 
Slovenian power system. In this section, consequences on NEK operation are taken into account 
and once again, the inertia constant was estimated using the WAMS measurements available. 
Active power and frequency measurements during the transient are given in Figures 47 and 48, 
respectively. Due to a high level of noise (approximately 0.02 %), frequency approximation was 
used, as marked in the Figure 48 with a blue line. A 17th order polynomial approximation has been 
applied to the measured frequency data, using MATLAB integrated functions polyfit and polyval. 
The averaging window is illustrated in Figure 49 with a yellow transparent rectangle. 
 
  Figure 47: Active power measurement NEK        Figure 48: Frequency measurement NEK  
 
 
Figure 49: Inertia estimate NEK 
In this case, the following algorithm parameters were used: N = 71, W = 23 and a threshold for the 



















































convergence, in comparison to the results obtained in the simulations in section 4, the averaging 
window width was adjusted (decreased to W/6). The estimated value of HNEK is 3.76 s, which is an 
encouraging result with -10.5 % error. Since we consider a smaller disturbance, in terms of 
frequency first derivative, compared to the previous contingency considered in this section, 
decreased accuracy is expected. 
5.3 Phase Shifting Transformer Outage at substation Divača on July, 11, 2013 
The last real-system case is an outage of a phase shifting transformer at substation Divača. Active 
power and frequency measurements are given in Figure 50 and Figure 51, respectively. The 
parameters used in the estimation algorithm are: N = 50 and W = 17, and the result (the average 
value taken from the estimates in the averaging window illustrated in Figure 52) is 4.8344 s (ε = 
15.1 %). Since this is the largest contingency considered among all analyzed cases (active power 
initial jump of approximately 70 MW), the method applied was the basic one, presented in Figure 
6. Two disturbance-time estimates were detected by the algorithm: 1.86 s and 4.3 s. Real 
disturbance time is approximately 1.88 s, which means that the first algorithm output is quite 
accurate. However, input data values oscillate in a large range (observe input data from 1.86 s to 
4.3s) following the first disturbance-time estimate (1.86 s), resulting in a weaker convergence of 
inertia estimates. The second convergence that is reflected as another disturbance-time detection 
(4.3 s) is more evident, since input data now oscillates in a smaller range (observe input data form 
4.3 s to 8 s) and it was therefore used to average inertia estimates, as presented in Figure 52. 
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6.Conclusions and further work 
Results presented in sections 4 and 5 demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can accurately 
estimate the time of disturbance for both simulated data and data recorded from the field when 
suitable parameter values are used. The presented results demonstrate that algorithm parameters 
must be selected based on experience with the system. The accuracy of the estimation is linked to 
the size of the inertia itself (higher inertia values, such as inertia of generator 1 in section 4 result in 
a much less intense response to disturbances) as well as to disturbance size and electrical location. 
Electrically close disturbances result in a more intense frequency response and therefore, a weaker 
algorithm output convergence (especially noticeable for generators with an inherently smaller 
values of inertia constant). Although a setback when it comes to accuracy, this effect could be 
useful in disturbance-location estimation procedures, but not when it comes to disturbance-time 
and inertia constant estimation. 
 
The analyzed method’s level of performance depends on the proper selection of its parameters. The 
range of values used in the simulations presented here is intended to describe the behavior of the 
method and it is not proposed as a correct set of values in general. However, the results presented 
in sections 4.5 and 4.6 do indicate that for a given noise level, a range of suitable parameters and 
parameter combinations do exist. In practice, it is likely that the selection of suitable values will 
require some form of supervised training process [8]. 
 
It is obvious that window width of the sliding window must be increased as the noise increases to 
ensure that the disturbance is detected. A suitable selection should be linked to the statistical 
properties of the anticipated noise level. An increase convergence threshold tr also allows smaller 
disturbances to be detected. Increasing tr causes fewer of the earlier estimates in the convergent 
period to be discarded as non-convergent so the disturbance-time estimate is more accurate. On the 
other hand, increasing tr also increases the risk of false detections so a balance must be struck.  
 
This method could be improved by introducing a control loop that automatically adjusts the 






The successful implementation of this method to a real system, which is expected to be larger and 
characterized with frequency behavior which varies spatially, would require some additional 
analysis of system sectionalizing strategies that are suitable for the purpose of inertial fingerprint 
estimation. It involves the analysis of how to incorporate measurements from multiple locations 
into a single method that, rather than returning a single estimate of inertia, returns some form of 
inertia fingerprint. Results presented in this thesis indicate that the accuracy of inertial fingerprint 
estimation is highly dependent on the disturbance location and size. Therefore it is a challenge to 
determine fixed-system sections that would universally represent areas of the system, independent 
of the disturbance characteristics. Sectioning the system, with respect to the specific situation, and 
then applying the inertia-estimation algorithm is a topic of further work. Some of the possible 
sources leading to different system sectioning include: [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. Once 
system sectioning is executed, a suitable location for frequency response that is representative of its 
area should be selected, based on current system conditions, since results shown in section4 suggest 
that there is no universal solution. 
 
A separate issue concerning practical implementation is the fact that the performance of WAMPAC 
applications is dependent on the data they receive from PMUs. This may prove a particular issue 
for online inertia estimation, as it is dependent on measurements of the rate of change of frequency 
(ROCOF) and active power that are made soon after a disturbance. The IEEE C37.118 standard 
exists to ensure interoperability between PMUs from different vendors. However, no robust 
measurement device can respond instantaneously to a step change and this is accommodated for in 
the standard by a relaxation of the accuracy requirements during the transition between the two 
levels of the step. This could mean that the ROCOF and active-power data required by inertia 
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Table 7: Inertia constant estimates generator outages 
 H (s) 
Outage→ G01 G02 G03 G04 G05 G06 G07 G08 G09 G10 
G01 - 8.2944 8.2708 8.1595 8.1311 8.1590 8.1555 8.2398 8.2086 8.316 
G02 0.5075 - 0.5436 0.5120 0.5100 0.5115 0.5143 0.5127 0.5109 0.5138 
G03 0.5935 0.6355 - 0.6064 0.6027 0.6052 0.6084 0.6061 0.6038 0.6036 
G04 0.4697 0.4841 0.4876 - 0.6078 0.5012 0.5037 0.4872 0.4899 0.4853 
G05 0.4305 0.4334 0.4331 0.5032 - 0.4424 0.4498 0.4342 0.4348 0.4364 
G06 0.5729 0.5836 0.5883 0.6076 0.5998 - 0.6747 0.5891 0.5923 0.5823 
G07 0.4338 0.4458 0.4486 0.4621 0.4572 0.5351 - 0.4483 0.4508 0.4476 
G08 0.4118 0.4130 0.4136 0.4127 0.4111 0.4121 0.4137 - 0.4307 0.4476 
G09 0.5695 0.5722 0.5724 0.5772 0.5756 0.5764 0.5812 0.5924 - 0.5798 
G10 0.7532 0.7323 0.7346 0.7270 0.7198 0.7253 0.7269 0.8217 0.7690 - 
 
Table 8: Relative errors generator outages 
 ε (%) 
Outage→ G01 G02 G03 G04 G05 G06 G07 G08 G09 G10 
G01 - 8.29 1.58 0.21 -0.13 0.21 0.17 1.20 0.82 2.14 
G02 2.86 - 10.17 3.76 3.36 3.67 4.24 3.91 3.54 4.14 
G03 1.80 9.01 - 4.02 3.38 3.81 4.37 3.97 3.58 3.54 
G04 0.84 3.94 4.69 - 30.50 7.63 8.15 4.60 5.19 4.21 
G05 1.67 2.36 2.29 18.85 - 4.50 6.25 2.55 2.70 3.08 
G06 1.10 2.99 3.81 7.22 5.85 - 19.05 3.96 4.53 2.76 
G07 0.91 3.70 4.35 7.49 6.36 24.47 - 4.28 4.86 4.12 
G08 4.06 4.36 4.53 4.30 3.89 4.15 4.54 - 8.85 13.12 
G09 1.37 1.86 1.88 2.72 2.45 2.61 3.45 5.44 - 3.21 
G10 10.13 7.07 7.41 6.30 5.24 6.05 6.28 20.15 12.43 - 
 
Table 9: Inertia constant estimates load tripping 
 H (s) 
Load shed↓ G01 G02 G03 G04 G05 G06 G07 G08 G09 G10 
L03 8.2241 0.5095 0.6037 0.4822 0.4293 0.5855 0.4431 0.4144 0.5762 0.7584 
L08 8.3078 0.5279 0.6169 0.4728 0.4180 0.5721 0.4342 0.4016 0.5583 0.7154 
L07 8.2885 0.5232 0.6109 0.4644 0.4076 0.5630 0.4254 0.3934 0.5478 0.7063 
L15 8.1628 0.5013 0.5964 0.4844 0.4364 0.5824 0.4431 0.3975 0.5744 0.7117 
L18 0.2555 1.6006 2.3047 4.0159 3.0853 2.7647 3.0657 0.4663 2.2445 4.0577 
L39 8.5108 0.4968 0.5859 0.4625 0.4132 0.5617 0.4255 0.3984 0.5564 0.7006 
 
Table 10: Relative errors load tripping 
 ε (%) 
Load shed↓ G01 G02 G03 G04 G05 G06 G07 G08 G09 G10 
L03  1.01  3.26  3.56  3.53  1.41  3.32  3.08  4.73  2.57  10.89 
L08 2.04  7.00  5.83  1.51  1.34  0.95  0.99  1.45  0.86  4.61 
L07  1.80  6.04  4.80  0.15   1.51 - 0.06 - 0.46 - 0.21   1.11   3.27 
L15  0.26   1.60   2.30   4.02   3.09   2.76   3.07   0.47   2.24   4.06 
L18 0.62   0.70   1.27   2.74   0.46   2.36   1.88   1.72   1.25   7.55 














G01 G02 G03 G04 G05 G06 G07 G08 G09 G10 
B05 8.3675 0.5519 0.6499 0.4902 0.4907 0.5867 0.4541 0.4748 0.5729 0.7321 
B10 8.3568 0.5174 0.6329 0.4893 0.4488 0.5914 0.4478 0.4242 0.6359 0.8595 
B15 8.2927 0.5323 0.6262 0.5535 0.4615 0.6280 0.4660 0.4113 0.5788 0.7393 
B21 8.2735 0.6090 0.6216 0.4880 0.4462 0.6588 0.4514 0.5641 0.6270 0.7477 
 
Table 12: Relative errors 3 phase short circuits 
 ε (%) 
3fsc bus↓ G01 G02 G03 G04 G05 G06 G07 G08 G09 G10 
B05  2.77   11.86   11.49   5.25   15.90   3.52   5.64   20.00   1.98   7.04 
B10  2.64   4.87   8.57   5.06   5.99   4.36   4.17   7.20   13.19   25.67 
B15  1.85   7.88   7.41   18.84   9.01   10.83   8.39   3.94   3.03   8.10 
B21  1.62   23.43   6.63   4.79   5.39   16.26   5.01   42.55   11.61   9.33 
 
Table 13: Disturbance time estimates 3 phase short circuits 
 t (s) 
3fsc bus↓ G01 G02 G03 G04 G05 G06 G07 G08 G09 G10 
B05 5.02 5.48 5.50 / / / / 5.82 5.02 5.80 
B10 5.02 / 5.48 / / / / 5.82 5.02 5.80 
B15 5.02 5.82 5.82 / / / 5.66 5.02 5.02 5.82 
B21 5.02 5.84 5.84 / / 5.54 5.58 5.84 5.02 5.82 
 













L03 L04 L07 L08 L15 L16 L18 L20 
G2 -5.67 1.36 8.51 6.26 -2.22 -8.50 -6.39 -14.39 
G3 -7.10 -4.11 -4.46 -4.33 -5.11 -9.19 -7.77 -15.19 
G4 -9.60 -10.71 -9.31 -9.77 -9.20 6.54 -8.36 46.61 
G5 -20.61 -16.30 -7.60 -10.32 -25.57 -21.03 -22.74 38.22 
G6 -10.64 -11.73 -9.47 -10.18 -11.93 0.05 -10.22 -17.91 
G7 -7.31 -7.22 -4.99 -5.84 -6.43 2.61 -6.20 -16.33 
 ε(%) 
Load shed↓ Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
L03 1.05 5.83 1.55 
L08 2.25 -7.22 -2.99 
L07 2.32 -9.33 -4.13 
L15 0.27 -11.01 -8.92 
L18 0.41 -10.10 -3.76 




L21 L23 L24 L25 L26 L27 L28 L29 L31 L39 
G2 -4.24 -8.74 -14.46 -8.33 -7.74 -6.23 -7.91 -8.19 77.05 -22.26 
G3 -6.16 -9.99 -14.25 -9.20 -8.58 -7.51 -8.66 -8.89 -8.90 -19.53 
G4 -6.28 -6.13 32.30 -11.91 -10.28 -9.76 -10.84 -9.95 -18.51 -10.10 
G5 -25.26 -23.50 3.68 -19.08 -21.20 -22.69 -20.58 -20.35 -13.50 2.83 
G6 16.48 689.09 46.26 -12.53 -11.41 -11.58 -11.47 -9.88 -18.42 -8.60 
G7 15.24 159.55 39.52 -8.86 -7.81 -7.32 -8.25 -7.29 -14.69 -5.07 
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Table 16: Group 3 relative errors load tripping 
ε(%)   
Load shed → L03 L04 L07 L08 L15 L16 L18 L20   
G8 7.34 -0.83 -3.72 -2.25 -3.25 4.16 3.62 4.53   
G9 0.73 -7.05 -5.22 -3.34 -9.32 3.34 -5.22 4.98   
G10 9.97 2.27 -4.83 -3.51 1.78 4.32 9.34 -0.13   
ε(%)   
Load shed → L21 L23 L24 L25 L26 L27 L28 L29 L31 L39 
G8 -0.29 2.05 7.18 -0.92 10.49 6.79 27.47 40.73 18.31 -3.35 
G9 -5.92 0.77 9.28 -11.16 -5.91 -3.52 -33.34 -35.99 -12.28 19.68 
G10 0.68 -0.31 4.47 25.61 23.59 20.46 36.76 41.30 25.22 -13.49 
 
Table 17: Relative errors G1 frequency representative 
Load tripped 
 L03 L04 L07 L08 L15 L16 L18 L20 L21 
ε(%) 13.24 29.13 17.14 15.00 51.32 9.11 20.59 -3.77 21.30 
 L23 L24 L25 L26 L27 L28 L29 L31 L39 
ε(%) 8.27 0.89 11.45 11.82 25.61 3.27 -6.32 2.83 -15.12 
 
Table 18: Relative errors G2 frequency representative 
Load tripped 
 L03 L04 L07 L08 L15 L16 L18 L20 L21 
ε(%) -23.40 -32.63 11.50 11.53 -36.62 -27.17 -26.76 -21.24 -27.86 
 L23 L24 L25 L26 L27 L28 L29 L31 L39 
ε(%) -26.77 -25.97 -14.06 -18.47 -22.42 -16.33 -15.36 110.10 43.42 
 
Table 19: Relative errors G3 frequency representative 
Load tripped 
 L03 L04 L07 L08 L15 L16 L18 L20 L21 
ε(%) -24.84 -35.80 -34.02 -30.33 -39.99 -29.66 -27.60 -25.09 -31.10 
 L23 L24 L25 L26 L27 L28 L29 L31 L39 
ε(%) -28.86 -27.08 -14.66 -19.26 -24.39 -17.62 -15.91 12.76 50.12 
 
Table 20: Relative errors G4 frequency representative 
Load tripped 
 L03 L04 L07 L08 L15 L16 L18 L20 L21 
ε(%) -28.27 -27.37 -11.71 -10.69 -49.83 29.73 -37.77 142.06 -7.61 
 L23 L24 L25 L26 L27 L28 L29 L31 L39 
ε(%) 9.45 181.25 -20.77 -31.98 -38.30 -29.89 -28.88 -14.76 -20.43 
 
Table 21: Relative errors G5 frequency representative 
Load tripped 
 L03 L04 L07 L08 L15 L16 L18 L20 L21 
ε(%) -22.19 -24.78 -24.42 -21.53 -39.54 -42.66 -27.15 103.03 -30.96 
 L23 L24 L25 L26 L27 L28 L29 L31 L39 









Table 22: Relative errors G6 frequency representative 
Load tripped 
 L03 L04 L07 L08 L15 L16 L18 L20 L21 
ε(%) -26.40 -20.79 -14.23 -10.33 -47.42 17.39 -35.60 52.22 -51.33 
 L23 L24 L25 L26 L27 L28 L29 L31 L39 
ε(%) 184.23 200.41 -17.88 -29.88 -35.59 -27.58 -27.12 -12.51 -20.72 
 
Table 23: Relative errors G7 frequency representative 
Load tripped 
 L03 L04 L07 L08 L15 L16 L18 L20 L21 
ε(%) -23.79 -20.35 -1.11 -0.16 -45.23 19.13 -33.23 32.63 25.56 
 L23 L24 L25 L26 L27 L28 L29 L31 L39 
ε(%) 278.71 190.04 -15.29 -27.90 -33.88 -25.28 -24.55 -18.38 -17.46 
 
 
Table 24: Relative errors G8 frequency representative 
Load tripped 
 L03 L04 L07 L08 L15 L16 L18 L20 L21 
ε(%) -25.41 -25.65 -12.90 -11.68 -31.62 -29.29 -31.58 -24.75 -31.00 
 L23 L24 L25 L26 L27 L28 L29 L31 L39 
ε(%) -29.84 -26.18 86.30 10.50 -37.28 -33.23 -29.85 -17.15 44.03 
 
Table 25: Relative errors G9 frequency representative 
Load tripped 
 L03 L04 L07 L08 L15 L16 L18 L20 L21 
ε(%) -22.22 -18.07 -16.84 -14.08 -26.38 -26.77 -27.89 -22.86 -25.11 
 L23 L24 L25 L26 L27 L28 L29 L31 L39 
ε(%) -24.23 -27.67 -25.28 47.77 -44.56 85.78 60.88 -14.12 -19.78 
 
Table 26: Relative errors G10 frequency representative 
Load tripped 
 L03 L04 L07 L08 L15 L16 L18 L20 L21 
ε(%) 21.80 -2.17 -11.45 -9.97 -28.04 -3.95 4.29 -26.76 -30.91 
 L23 L24 L25 L26 L27 L28 L29 L31 L39 
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Outage→ G01 G02 G03 G04 G05 G06 G07 G08 G09 G10 
G01 - 0.88 1.18 2.46 2.41 1.85 2.11 0.99 1.20 - 
G02 - - 4.80 -0.53 -0.46 0.05 -0.06 0.75 0.78 2.79 
G03 0.16 - - 1.32 1.21 1.18 1.30 1.10 1.18 1.77 
G04 -1.45 -1.21 - - 6.49 0.44 0.53 -0.51 -0.23 0.30 
G05 0.55 0.73 1.01 - - 0.73 0.97 0.52 0.54 1.80 
G06 -1.43 0.33 1.17 0.47 - - 6.65 0.75 1.77 0.63 
G07 -2.47 -1.15 -0.64 0.39 -0.20 - - -0.93 -0.50 -0.58 
G08 4.19 4.17 4.61 4.89 4.61 3.43 - - 7.54 10.22 
G09 -0.65 0.05 0.33 0.02 -0.35 -0.08 0.17 - - -1.38 
G10 2.79 2.72 3.37 3.20 2.91 3.00 3.32 7.89 - - 
